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of retro-displacements require operative treatment; such
a large nulmlber of operations have been devised for the
relief of this condition that no attempts will be made to
enumerate them." Thle auLthor might have added that a
large number of operations imply that operative treatment
has up to the present day proved unsatisfactory.

ANALYSIS OF FOODS.
IT is almost inevitable that a new edition of a work on the
anlalysis of foods slhould show a substantial increase in
size over its predecessor, and LEACH'S Food Inspection
aand Analysis5 is no exception to the rule. Although it
wvas only in 1904 that the first edition appeared, the one
now published is the third; the revision and extension of
the text for this edition have been carried out by Mr.
A. L. WINTON. The book is written with special refer-
ence to the laws and standards in force in the United
States of America, but most of the matter does not refer
to any one country, and is equally useful in aliy English.
speaking community. The aim has evidently been to deal
with the wlhole subject comiprehensively; a chapter is
devoted to tlle laboratory and its equipment, even giving
details of all the reagents to be kept, and another chapter
is given to general analytical methods. The wisdom of
including elementary matter, such as the determ-lination of
specific gravities,, in such a book as tllis may be doubted,
but American authors appear to have a liking for at least
touching on every part of their subject, from A to Z. The
microscope and its uses in food examination are briefly
dealt with,, and a chapter is devoted to the refractometer;
the Abbe instruLment giving actual refractive indices, and
tlhe immersion, Wollny milk fat, and butyro refractometers
are described, and tables are given by which the scale
readings of the latter instruments are converted into the.
corresponding refractive indices. In the first edition
the application of the instrument in analysis was briefly
dealt with in the appendix, but it has gained ground
steadily in recent years, and tlle present chapter
will be very useful. From Chapter VII onwards
different articles or elasses of articles of diet are dealt
with in a thorough manner from the analyst's point of
view, and a useful feature is the list, at the end of each
chapter, of references to recent publications, including
books, periodicals, and pamphlets, bearing on the subject
discussed in the chapter; the admirable publications of
-the United States Department of Agriculture naturally
appear frequentlv. On the subject of preservatives in
food the author is strictly non-oommittal; the arguments
for and against their use being permitted are summarized,
ancl it is pointed out that thle results of experiments made
to test their effects on human beings have not been
-coneordant. The book contains numerous illustrations,
including various drawings of microscopical preparations
of vegetable tissues; there are also reproductions of over
150 photomicrographs The laAtter are well done, but do
not as a rule convey such clear information as the more
diagrammatic drawing; the eye of the observer naturally
selects the salient features of a preparation, and a drawing
represents these chief points, and omits much of what is
immaterial, whereas' thle calmera reproduces -more Or
less perfectly-whatever is on the slide, and may easily
fail to come as near as the drawing to a representation
of what is actually seen. Exception must be made,
however, of the photomicrographs of various fats, in some
of which the differences could hardly be shown as well by
drawings. .The reputation of the work' as a whcile wilI be
well maintained by the new edition.

TRADE WASTE WATERS.
THE book on Trade Waste Waters-: their Nature and
D'isposal,6 by Drs. MACLEAN WILSON and CALVERT, comes
at an opportune time as a. welcome addition to the scanty
existing literature on the subject. Too frequently lack of
information rather than unwillingness on the part of the
manufacturers lhas been the obstacle to earlier purification

6 Food Inspection antd AntaIlsis. By Albert E. Leach, S.B. Revised
and enlarged by Andrew L. XVinton., PhR.D. Third edition. New
York: John Wiley and Sons; Lonldon: Chapman and Hall, Ljtd. 1913.
(Roy. 8vo, pp. 1,020; 278 illustrations. 31s. 6d. net.)

G Textbook onl Tra.de Waste Waters: their Nature and Disposal.
By H. Maclean Wilson, M.D., B.Sc., and H. T. -Calvert, B.Se..
Ph.D:, F.I.C. 'Londlon-: C. Griffin and Co.. Limiited. 1913. IMed. Bvo.
pp. 352; illustrations 74. 18s. net.)

of trade effluents, and to a solution of the broader question
of river pollution. This compilation, it is hoped by the
authors, will be a service to the manufacturer, advisers
and officers of local autlhorities. It is written in a clear
and lucid style, and is quite suitable for non-technical
readers; its value is much enhanced by clearly dranv
illustrations wllich focus a large amount of knowledge
into a very reasonable space. The arrangement of
material and the printing are good, and the index is
adequate and well arranged. The commoner and more
important waste waters are specifically dealt with, while
others are grouped in a useful and quite comprehebnsible
way.
Apart from the detailed information, the material

affords convincing evidence of wlhat can be accomplished
in the purification of polluting effluLents even of the worst
description.
To manufacturers suclh a book should be of great value,

as many hints are given for the recoverv of by-products,
overlooked in the past, which are now assuming a growing
importance as sources of income. It is quite evident that
trade wastes of many kinds are muchimore difficult, and
therefore more costly, to purify than ordinary domestic
sewage, and this justifies the fairness of imposing some
extra charge on certain manufacturers, either by requiring
a nmoney contribution to the sanitary authority or by comi-
pelling him to provide some preliminary and efficient puri-
fying works previous to admission of hlis effluent into the
public sewer. The book gives up-to-date information on
the economics of new processes, and such methods as the
utilization of spoil banks for filtering are criticized.
The book is a commnendable attempt to reduce to order

the prolonged observations made from careful inspection
and records by the authors, and embodies -the results of
much laborious inquiry in the country and in the labora-
tory. Chemical results as to the composition of various trade
wastes and fluid effluents are displayed in tabular form,
and, better than arguments, these interesting and edifying
figures provide an array of facts readily grasped by the
student and manufacturer. The pregnant observation is
made that the disposal of dissolved organic matter in any
trade waste must depend finally on biological methods,
distinguishing them from wastes from processes which
can be purified by chemical precipitation and straining.

It would serve no useful purpose to criticize the thirteen
.chapters, but several are worthy of special reference.. The
first is historical, and describes succinctly the evolution of
river purification in regard to trade efflaents. Chapter XII
is an attempt to unravel the law as to the admission of
trade effluents into public sewers; the authors rightly
advocate the reception and treatment of trade waste
waters by sanitary authorities under fixed regulations as
the best course to adopt, particularl-y in the interests of
purity of streams, though it is obvious that in many
instances increased difficulty in purification at the outfall
works will follow. The authors discourage the idea of the
adoption of fixed standards with regard to trade waste
waters, but they point out that the arguments against
such standards are not so forcible in respect to effluents
from sewage outfall works. Methods of analyses are care-
fully detailed in Chapter XIII, and reference is made to
the anomalous position of river authorities, in so far that
there is no-power to act until the polluting process is in
operation and actual pollution has occurred. Throughout
the book practical utility has been the object of the
authors, and they have our heartiest good wishes for the
necessity of an early second edition.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
DR. IVAR WICKMAN'S admirable monograph on infantile
paralysis appeared in Lewandowsky's textbook of neuro-
logy early in 1911, and was reviewed in the JOURNAL Of
July 29th, 1911, p. 218. It has recently been translated
by Dr. Maloney in America,7 and the translator has done
his work efficiently-although he misprints his author's
name on both the cover and the title-page of the transla-
tion. It seems a pity that no index of the contents of the
translation should have been provided. The volume is
printed on yellowish shiny paper, and is bound in a paper

7 Acute Poliomyelitis (Heine-Medin's Disease). By Dr. I. Wickman.Authorized English translation by Dr. J. W. J. A. M. Maloney, F.R.S.U.New York: Jour-nal of Nervou's anid Mental^ Disease Publisling Co].'pany. 1913. (Roy. 8vo. pp. 135; illustrated. 3 dols.)
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cover; its price-12s.-appears high, especially when con-
trasted with that of the equally well printed German
Driginal, which costs five marks.

With the rapid growth of the subject Professor HERMS
believes that there is room for another Laboratory Guide
to the Stutdy of Parasitology.8 le lhas therefore produced
such a work, and has aimed at giving the studeint a wide
practical view. The text is arranged in a series of exer-
cises, all sufficiently detailed to enable the reader to con-
tinue his wvork on some specific group or species if he
chooses. The exercises are based uLpon the two standard
courses given at the University of California, namely,
human parasitology (first half year) and veterinary para-
sitology (second half year), each with thlree lectures a
weelk an(l two laboratory sessions of from tvwo and a half
to three hours. There is no special merit in the work, but
it should prove useful for students in California, for whom
it was written.

M1alaria, Cauise and Control,9 is the title of a small
work by the same author on this somewhat well-worn
subject. The material presented is based upon nearly
four years of practical study of malaria in California,
during which time the author virtually investigated every
part of the State. He believes that concerted actiol,
backed by sufficient fuinds and carried on in a scientific
and systematic manner, is all that is required to free
California from malaria. The text of the book is well
worth reading, but its most valuable feature is probably
the splendid way in which it is illustrated with photo-
graphs. These show what is being done in educating the
children, and illustrate also the different methods adopted
for oiling and generally dealing with mosquitos. The
book should prove useful.

Possibly Dr. HERBERT Fox's work on Elementary Bac-
feriology and Protozoology'0 may prove of value to those
who cannot take out regular courses on these subjects.
It is primarily intended for nurses and beginners, and
seeks to give them an idea as to the nature of micro-
organisms and their relation to disease. To serve this
purpose much technical material has been omitted, especi-
ally in the subject of biological differentiation. The book
should prove useful to those for whom it is intended.
It is clearly written, is well illustrated with photomicro-
.graphs, and has a good index.

5A La.boratory Guide to the Stuldv of Parasitoloqy. By W. B.
lerims, University of California, Berkeley, California. New York:

The Macmlillan Coumpany. 1913. (Demny 8vo, pp. 87. 3s. 6d. net.)
9 MIalaria, Cause antd Control. By William B. Hermiis, M.A.,

Assistant Profess6r of Applied Parasitology, University of California.
New York: The Macmillan Company. 1913. (Demy 8vo, pp. 174;
fBgs. 39... 6s. 6d. net.)

lo Elemenjta.rv Bacterioloov asnCZ Protozoology: The Miwrobiolooical
Causes of Intfectious Diseases.. By Herbert Fox, M.D., University of
Pennsylvania. London: J. and A. Churchill. 1913. (Post 8vo. pp. 237;
fgs. 67. Dlates 5. 6s. 6d. 'netJ

MIEDICINAL AND DIETETIC PREPARATIONS.
B.B.M. FloUr.

WE have received from the Argyll Milling Company
(Glasgow) a sample of a special flour which they have put
on the market under the above name. This is described
as being produced from a mixture of cereals, and containing
an unusually high proportion of phosphate. Our analysis
showed protein (calculated from total nitrogen), 11.64 per
cent.; mineral matter, 1.02 per cent.; phosohorus (calcu-
lated as P205), 0.50 per cent. The whole of the phosphorus
was present in organic colmibination, and the amount is
considerably greater than in ordinary flour. The impor-
tance of an adequate supply of organic phosphorus in the
food is well known to the profession, and if this is con-
tained in the flour frorn w%hich the bread ordinarily
consumed is made, a sufficiency in the whole diet appears
assured.

Mcarth7aquelle JVater.
The number of natural waters which are bottled and

sold for use as beverages is considerable, but new ones
continue to-appear on the market. The latest to come
under our notice is Marthaquelle water, from Salzbrunn,
which has been submitted by Messrs. Ingram and Royle,
Linmited (London, S.E.), who are the agents for, it. Our
analysis shows it to leave on evaporation 165 parts of
solids per 100,000, most of which consists of alkali carbon-
ates formed from the bicarbonates existing in the water;
chlorine and sulphuric acid are respectively about 5 and
16 parts. The water contains a slight excess of carbon
dioxide, giving it a pleasant taste but causing scarcely any

-effervescence. lThe gas is evolved so slowly that some of
the water whlichl had stood for two or three weeks in a
partly emptied bottle retained to the full its pleasant
taste. Marthaquelle water appears well suited for use as
a mildly alkaline table water.

.letacferrin anid its-Com?pounds.
The name " Metaferrin " lhas been given by the maliers

to certain organic compounds of iroln, .put forward as a,
contribution to solving the familiar problen of how iron
may be best presented so as to secure its absorption in th(3
bocly withotut disturbing effects on the alimentary system-1.
Samiples of these preparationis have been submitte(d to
us by the agents, Messrs. Reitmeyer and Co., London,
E.C. The compounds examined were metaferrin (ironi
10 per cent., phosphate 10 per cent.); arseno-metaferrin
(the sanme, with arsenic 0.1 per cent.); and iodo-imietaferrin
(iodine 7.5, iron 7.5, phosphate 8 per cent.). All were in
4-grain tablets, which readily disintegrated in water. The
distinctive feature of the compouinds is that they are
inso]ubie in dilute aci(ds but very readily soluble in weak
alkali, so that they shotuld pass ulnchanged through the
stomach alnd becomne dissolved in the intestine. The
organic substance -with whiclh the iron, etc., is combinied
is describe(d as digested milk albumen. Our tests showed
that in dilute acid neither arseniic nor iodine was dissolved
and only a trace of iron, wllile the compounds dissolved
wvith great readiness in very-weakalkali. Artificial gastric
juice (pepsin and HCl) was also tried, but after two hours.
at body temperatiure only a very slight amount had been
dissolved.

Rornauxane: Tricalcol.
Romauxane is a nutritive substance containing peptone,

iron, and phosphorus, made by Messrs. W. Wolff and Co.,
Elberfeld, and put forward for use in eases of debility,
impaired nutrition, nervous disturbances, etc. We have
received a sample of this from the Londlon agents, Messrs.
Reitmeyer and Co., Lolodon, E.C., and submitted it to
examiinationa. It was a dry powder containing iron an(d
phosphorus in consi(lerable quantity and havilng a slighlt
taste of peptone; when mnixed with water it was partly
soluble, with the production of a vdry slight effervescence.
Another preparationi submitted by the same firm is
tricalcol, a compound of calcitum phosphate with milkc
albumen. Our exanmination of this showed caleium and
phosphorus to be present in large quantity, but not in the
form of inorganic calcium phosphate. The compound is
almost entirely soluble in weak alkali. It is recommended
as a source of lime and phosphorus during pregnancy and
lactation, and appears to be suitable for the purpose.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.
Throat Sprays.

DR. T. REUELL ATKINSON (Chadwell Heath, Essex) writes:
In using the ordinary forins of throat sprays most of the
medicament falls uipon the back of the tongue. To obviate
this Messrs. Arnold and Son have made for me a spray

the nozzle of
B. which passes

through the upper/tOCxR,S>SunNon _ curved half of a
vulcanite foldincg

D tongue -depressor.
The other half of
the depressor lies
flat against a
specially devised
bottle. When

using the spray the surgeon has full command over the
patient's tongue with his left hand, which also guides the
nozzle of the spray into any required direction. The right
hand is free to use the attached bellows. I have use(d this
spray in several cases, and can testify to its advantages
over the older forms.

THE French Minister af Agriculture recently stated in
-the Chamber of Deputies, in reply to a question, that he
had-made arrangements for an investigation of the modi-
fications to which meat preserved by means of freezing or
cold storage-is liable. Th-e investigation will be extende(d
to the various methods of conservation by cold and to the
proceedings that may be used to characterize the various
kinds of refrigerated meat and to distinguish it from fresh
meat. If it seems desirable, measures will be taken to
regulate the traffic in meat preserved by cold storage.


